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During the first year of our AEC contract we established
the important fact that the X phage repressor is a protein of
molecular weight 30,000 which is in concentration-dependent
equilibrium with oligomers, and that the oligomers, but not the
monomers, bind to DNA with high affinity. A careful analysis
of the curve describing the equilibrium between repressor and
DNA strongly suggested that the active form of repressor was a
dimer, that is, the first molecular species to bind is a dimer.
Our more recent work on the X operators has revealed that this
conclusion is correct, but that repressor-operator interaction
is more complicated than we had originally suspected. Pirrotta
(1973), working in my laboratory as a post-doctoral fellow,
isolated the X operators by digesting·DNA with nuclease in the
presence of repressor. He found a protected piece of DNA that
was surprisingly large - about 70 base pairs. Maniatis and
Ptashne (1973) continued this work, and after a long analysis
concluded that each operator consists of catenated, non-
identical repressor binding sites. In all, we believe that
each operator contains six repressor binding sites - the first
is about 30 bases long, the remaining sites about 15 bases
long. Presumably a repressor dimer binds to the first site,
and then, as the repressor concentration is increased, mono-
mers bind to the adjacent, weaker affinity sites.

In addition, during the period covered by the AEC grant,
Steinberg and Ptashne (1971) showed that the X repressor ef-
ficiently represses transcription from two X operators in
vitro, and that this repression is greatly diminished by
operator mutations.  Moreover, Pirrotta and Ptashne (19   
reported the isolation and characterization of the Ximm
repressor. This reEressor controls the functioning of the
genes of phage· Aimm '34 - its operators are different  from the
A operators.  The Ximm434 repressor is also a protein of
molecular weight about 30,000 which is in conce kiation-
dependent equilibrium with oligomers. The Aimm j repressor
binds to Ximm434 DNA but not to X DNA. It is more basic than
the A.repressor.

Chadwick (unpublished) found that upon UV induction the
repressor was irreversibly inactivated. He developed radio-
active and immunological techniques for studying this problem
further.
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